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Abstract- Social networking sites share a variety of technical features that allow individuals to: construct a public 

pro le can keep some contents of pro le private visible to selected friends, articulate a list of other users that they 

share a connection and can see their list of connections within the system. Generally User pro les consist an area to 

comments to friends and other users. Social networks typically have controls that allow users to choose who can 

view their pro le contact them, include them to the list of contacts, and so on, all these will be done to protect user 

privacy, but up to now OSNs provide little support to give users the ability to control the messages posted on their 

own private space to avoid unwanted content to be displayed. Our aim is therefore to propose an automated system, 

called Filtered Wall (FW), able to lter unwanted messages from OSN user walls for this purpose we will going to 

use Machine Learning (ML) based classification, the ability of a machine to improve its performance based on 

previous results. In OSNs, information ltering can also be used for a sensitive issues. Because the fact that in OSNs 

there is the possibility of posting or commenting other posts on particular public/private areas, called in general 

walls. 

 

However, no content-based preferences are supported and therefore it is not possible to prevent undesired messages, 

such as political or vulgar ones. So Information ltering can be used to give users the ability to automatically control 

the messages written on their own walls, by ltering out unwanted or undesired messages. The system will also 

provides a powerful rule layer that will exploit a exible language to specify Filtering Rules (FRs), with the help of 

which users can state what contents should not be displayed on their walls. In addition, the system provides the 

support for user de ned BlackLists (BLs) contains list of users, which will provide the facility of temporary 

prevention to post any kind of messages on a user wall 
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